
Tour Preparation: 
School Guides
September 23, 2021

Matsukawa Hanzan, School Children, 19th century, Woodblock 
print (surimono); ink and color on paper,  P.77.27.43
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Learning Team
● Debra Hegstrom, Senior Educator
● Sheila McGuire, Head of Student and Teacher Learning
● Amanda McMahon, Student and Teacher Learning Coordinator
● Paula Warn, Tour Coordinator
● Kara ZumBahlen, Associate Educator
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Agenda 

● Art Adventure program background and approach to tours
● Virtual school tours
● Preparing for return to in-gallery tours: lead guide, routing, 

school contact - similarities and differences
● Themed tours: developing broad themes for assigned 

topics (work in small groups)
● Mia Buddies: contacts and topics
● Q & A
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Art Adventure Program

Left, Photo Public Radio Exchange; Right, Mia
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Art Adventure
● We are not trying to make young art historians, but instead 

want students to see that art (and Mia) is something welcoming 
and accessible to them

● We focus on conversation and engagement, not only fact and 
figure sharing

● Tours are an opportunity to reinforce what students have 
learned and to encourage deeper engagement

● We can’t control what the schools do or say, but when we have 
the chance to talk with students we can tell them the Mia way
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Format
1. Schools choose to participate in the program
2. Coordinators reserve a physical kit or decide to use online 

images
3. Schools recruit volunteers and send them to training
4. School volunteers (Picture People) meet with students

a. This looks different at every school!
5. Schools have the option to attend a field trip

a. Approx. 20-25% of Art Adventure schools come to Mia 
for a tour
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Critical Thinking Skills
1. Describe what you see

a. “Let’s take a moment to look closely at…”
2. Notice details

a. “What do you see that makes you say that?”
3. Understand how the parts form a whole idea or artwork

a. Finding the narrative, how was something made, etc.
4. Support interpretations with sufficient reasons

a. If this, than that… 
5. Support opinions or preferences with sound reasons

a. I like this because… 
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Themes
1. Amazing Animals in Art
2. American Stories
3. Artists’ Inspirations
4. Cultural Reflections in Art
5. Dressed for the Occasion
6. Family, Friends, and Communities
7. How People Lived
8. Let’s Celebrate Life
9. People and their Environments

10. Sources of Strength
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2021-2022 Programming
● 125+ kit reservations made

○ Amazing Animals and Let’s Celebrate Life are the top two in 
popularity

● 15+ online-only schools
○ This means they use images online when talking with students

● 150 schools
○ About 2 dozen are waiting for the year to get going

● School volunteers attending virtual training
● In-person facilitation up to the school

○ Some are sticking with virtual!
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Art Adventure Program: Q & A with Amanda

Left, Photo Public Radio Exchange; Right, Mia
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● Schools have three options for virtual tours, which are 30 to 45 minutes:

○ Request an AAG tour

○ Request a prepared theme tour (e.g., Visual Elements and Principles 
or Animals and Art)

○ Video of recorded tour, accessible from the website

Virtual school tours: a synopsis
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Prepared slide 
decks are available 
for each set. (Thank 
you, Amanda!) You 
may also add 
contextual images 
or video to the tour.

Virtual AAG tours
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Prepared slide 
decks are 
available for each 
theme. 

8 artworks are 
provided. Select 5 
to 6 for your tour, 
either from those 
provided or your 
own choice.

Virtual school tours: prepared themes
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Virtual school tours: prepared themes
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Supporting information 
for each set is provided. 
Here is an example of 
key ideas and suggested 
questions.

Virtual school 
tours: prepared 
themes
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Virtual school tours take 
place on Google Meet 
(99% of the time!)

On virtual school tours, 
tech support shares 
your slides.
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Virtual school tours: sharing the experience of 
giving a tour (2 to 3 share-outs)
● A highlight? 
● A challenge?
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Consider being tech support!

We have need for more tech 
support volunteers when we 
begin virtual tours again.

It is a great opportunity to 
work with and support one 
another.  

W. Logan Fry, Circuit Board Series 3:1YG, 1999, Wool; finneweave 
2001.189.1, © W. Logan Fry
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A virtual tours refresher session will be offered to 
all guides later this fall.
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Stretch Break (5 minutes)

Utagawa Hiroshige; Publisher: Tsutaya Kichizō, Japan, 1797–1858, "Shadow Figures 
of a Lantern and a Hawk", 1842, Woodblock print (nishiki-e); ink and color on paper, 
96.146.204
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In-person school tours
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In-person school tours: Lead guide responsibilities 

● Reach out to the tour contact to confirm the tour details.
● Reach out to the other guides assigned in a timely manner 

(within 7-10 days of the tour).
○ Communicate information you receive from the contact 

regarding accommodations needed or special requests. 
(e.g., “We’d like  to see XYZ artwork.”)
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In-person school tours: Lead guide responsibilities
● Coordinate and assign tour routes

○ Art Adventure: predetermined routes; 
indicate which route number (1, 2, 3, 4) 
each guide is assigned.

○ Themed tours: routes begin in different 
parts of the museum; indicate floor and 
direction to guide. Check weekly 
schedule for potential conflicts, 
especially with Art Adventure works.

Paul Klee, Howling Dog, 1928, 
Oil on canvas, 56.42
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Guide responsibilities

● If you are not lead guide, you are responsible for connecting 
with or responding to the lead to communicate about the tour 
in a timely manner. 

● Always confirm receipt of an email notice or voice mail.
● All guides are responsible for checking the galleries for 

changes and referring to the weekly schedule for tours and 
events taking place in the museum.
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School contact

Reach out to the tour contact

● Issue: sometimes the contact person does not respond to 
your call or email.

● Suggestion: Go to the school’s website. Often you can find 
information there about what’s happening at the school. For 
example . . .  (put what you’ve found in the chat)
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School contact

Confirm whether the contact person will be attending the tour

● Issue: often the contact person serves as the coordinator and 
does not accompany the actual tour; important tour information 
may not be communicated.

● Suggestion: request that all information be communicated to 
the person serving as the supervisory chaperone (often a 
teacher) on the tour. You may ask for the name and contact 
information, but it may not always be provided.
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Routes: Art Adventure is routed for 4 guided groups.

Amanda 
McMahon 
keeps this route 
sheet updated 
and posted on 
the Mia Guide 
website
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Routes: Three ways to find the routes!
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Routes: If a work is NOT on view, you get to choose 
a substitute.

Think of the route 
when choosing a 
substitute. 
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Routes: a sub is needed between G332 and G261 in 
American Stories.

   ?
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Themed school tour routes: 

Lead guide assigns different starting points, giving floor 
and direction in which tour proceeds
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Floor 2
2-East to 2-West,
then
3-West to 3-East

2-West to 2-East
then
3-East to 3-West

East

West
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Floor 3
3-West to 3-East
3-East to 3-West

East

West
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Tour Toolkit Tip:

Work in a couple quick stops, especially if you have a long 
walk between artworks on your tour. These quick stops may 
not always connect to your theme, but they help re-engage 
groups or visitors who are disinterested. This is a good tactic 
to keep a school group engaged.
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As always, Art Adventure tours have priority in 
galleries with groups or with artworks from the sets.
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Topics for themed tours

● African Arts and Artists
● Animals and Art
● Artful Stories for Preschoolers
● Arts of the Ancient World
● Asian Arts and Artists
● Black Arts and Artists
● European Arts and Artists
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Topics for themed tours

● Highlights of Mia’s Collection (different sets for younger 
and older students)

● Modern and Contemporary Arts and Artists
● Native American Arts and Artists
● North American Arts and Artists (formerly American Art)
● Visual Elements and Principles
● Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS)
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NEW Topics for themed tours

● Art and Activism
● Art and Human Connections/MPS Partnership: Social 

and Emotional Learning (SEL)
● Art and Identity
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Review our Tour Toolkit to find tips for developing a 
themed tour and a tour route!
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Tour Toolkit: Developing a Theme

A theme is a connecting thread you weave through your tour. 
For your audience, a theme provides a framework to the 
tour, assisting them in processing the information received 
and their own impressions of the artworks. In effect, you are 
creating a lens through which to view the art and imbuing the 
art with additional meaning.
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Tour Toolkit Tip:
Share ideas of themes with each other, especially creative 
approaches to the collection. For example, one docent used 
a theme of “blue” on her tour, not only in thinking of color, 
but also other ways in which that word is defined or 
understood. 
Ideas for tour themes are posted on the volunteers’ website, 
under Research Resources/Tour Topics and Themes/ 
Shared Tour Outlines as well as in Tour Descriptions. 



Small group discussion in breakout rooms 
(15 minutes)
Developing broad themes for assigned 
topics:
● Asian Arts and Artists
● Native American Arts and Artists

Resources will be provided for these 
topics in 2022

Fujino Sachiko, Talking, 1992, Stoneware, 
Gift of the Clark Center for Japanese Art & 
Culture,  2013.29.1116



Regroup and Debrief

Developing broad themes 
for assigned topics 

Saul Steinberg, Untitled, 1952, Ink, graphite, and watercolor, 
Gift of The Saul Steinberg Foundation,  2018.122.1
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Mia Buddies Check-in

● Who has connected?
● What have you found out?

Jalisco, Joined Figures, 200 BCE–400 CE, Clay, 66.42
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Homework
School guides: 
● Review Art Adventure tours: Amazing Animals 

and American Stories
● Review themed tours: Animals and Art and 

North American Art and Artists
● Wayfinding worksheets (continue--and no 

need to hand in!)
● Connect with 1-2 other guides you haven’t met
● Complete feedback forms for weeks 1 and 2

Next session: September 30, 1 to 3 pm (virtual)

Yasuma Soda, Woman and Cat, 
1933, 2009.41
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Mark your calendars! 
Peer learning opportunity for Art Adventure tours.
● Wednesday, October 13, 10 to 12 noon, on Zoom 

(open to all school guides and will be recorded)
● Friday, October 15, from 10 to noon, in the 

galleries (registration will be restricted to 40 
guides, registration link to come on Oct. 1) 
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Mark your calendars! 
Peer learning opportunity for themed school tours.
● Wednesday, October 27, 10 to 12 noon, on Zoom 

(open to all school guides and will be recorded)
● Friday, October 29, from 10 to noon, in the 

galleries (registration will be restricted to 40 
guides, registration link to come on Oct. 1) 
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Q & A

Unknown, China, Seated Avalokiteshvara 
Bodhisattva (Guanyin), 11th–early 12th 
century,, 98.62a-h


